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about
Inflation is high, interest on savings is low, and investment apps are easy

and cheap. That’s why the new generation seek their fortune on the

financial market these days. But do these millions of new investors really

know how the market works? In six documentaries, director Marije

Meerman takes viewers on a tour of 'Planet Finance', a parallel world

where you can make money if you think you know what the future will

bring.

Planet Finance does not offer investment tips, nor is it a crusade against

bankers or the wealthiest 1%. It simply looks behind the shiny scenes of

the big bucks. Marije Meerman travels through an unpredictable and

mostly opaque world where returns beckon at every corner, meeting a

colourful procession of traders, shortsellers and currency gurus. This

world has the reputation that it can make you rich while you sleep and

keep you poor while you struggle.



1: the nature of
the beast
From zero to a trillion: how the financial market was created 

For most people, Planet Finance is a complex, influential world that only

becomes visible when financial markets crash. During the COVID

pandemic, share prices soon shot up again on Planet Finance even

though people on Planet Earth were still cleaning up the mess. A bigger

contrast was hardly conceivable. But how did this market come about?

Interviews with the founder of the market in oil futures, one of the first

traders, and a neuropsychologist who coaches stockbrokers and hedge

fund managers in making high-risk decisions, shed a light on how Planet

Finance grew into what it is today. 



2: free oil
The day the oil futures market dropped below zero 
Planet Finance determines the global price for a lot of commodities:
grain, gold, and also oil. The demand for oil is perpetual and the price
fluctuates constantly. It’s hard to imagine now, but at the start of the
COVID pandemic the oil producers couldn’t sell their stuff for love nor
money. The world’s oil stores were sitting out at sea in oil tankers, its
crews waiting around for the day the price would go up again. There
was even one day when a barrel of crude was free for a while! How can
markets become this derailed? 



3: fortune
hunters
About the appeal of Planet Finance to individual investors 

Planet Finance is a mostly undiscovered, adventurous and appealing

world to many individual investors. Japanese banks have paid no

interest on savings for decades. So the threshold for going onto the

currency exchange market is low there. The 1.5 million Japanese

individuals in this market, collectively known as ‘Mrs. Watanabe’, are a

well-known phenomenon inside the shiny towers of Planet Finance. The

thing is, in the currency exchange market the value of one currency

always goes up or down at the cost of another. Where one person gains,

by definition another must lose. It’s a ‘zero sum game’. Who wins when

you lose?



How a financial app puts a strain on relations between China and
Planet Finance 
It wasn’t long ago that China threw open wide its doors to Planet
Finance. Although the financial industry still has teething problems in
China, 7% of the Chinese are already buying and selling, while millions
more investors join in every month. Western investors are also lining up
to benefit from China’s economic growth. Wall Street gave China a clear
field for years to make money on the international capital market, for
example by facilitating the flotation of Jack Ma’s Alibaba. In 2020, Ma
wanted to take his new business public too: Ant Group, makers of the
financial app Alipay. But instead of turning to Wall Street, he wanted it
done simultaneously in Shanghai and Hong Kong. That plan put a lot of
strain on relations between China and Planet Finance. Who will
determine the rules of the game in the end?  

4: the biggest
flotation ever



5: disaster for
sale
How the chances of an environmental disaster can be a lucrative

business 

 On Planet Finance there’s a market for practically anything. Even for a

future disaster that may or may not happen. As the climate change risks

pile up, it turns out you can make money in the catastrophe bond

market by betting on the risk of future forest fires, floods and

hurricanes. You speculate on the chance that a catastrophe will occur,

and most of all on how much damage it will do. How does this market

work? And who are the winners and losers in this game? 



Why hope is easier to sell than harsh reality 
It seems that as an individual you can’t get much done on Planet
Finance. But even there, some people are eager to go against the flow:
the so-called shortsellers. They live off other people’s mistakes. They
win when others lose. Shortsellers benefit from the fact that many
investors are swayed by the issues of the day. Take these three famous
companies, popular among investors: Lernout& Hauspie in Belgium,
Wirecard in Germany and Gamestop in America. The events that
occurred there demonstrate the forces shortsellers have to face when
they go against the emotions of the masses.   

6: bubbles &
crashes
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Marije Meerman is a film director and former chief editor at the VPRO
investigative programme Backlight. Over the past decade she directed
several award-winning documentaries focusing on the financial world,
among them a three-part series on the Wall Street tech revolution; a
reconstruction of the 2010 ‘flash crash’; and a portrait of a whistle-
blower who battled with the American stock exchange for years and
was finally vindicated and granted millions of dollars. 
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